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Abstract:
The present study examined how the presentation format of the study list influences younger and
older adults’ semantic clustering. Spontaneous clustering did not differ between age groups or
between an individual-words (presentation of individual study words in consecution) and a
whole-list (presentation of the whole study list at once for the same total duration) presentation
format in 132 younger (18–30 years, M = 19.7) and 120 older (60–84 years, M = 69.5) adults.
However, after instructions to use semantic clustering (second list) age-related differences in
recall magnified, indicating a utilization deficiency, and both age groups achieved higher recall
in the whole-list than in the individual-words format. While this whole-list benefit was
comparable across age groups, it is notable that older adults were only able to improve their
average recall performance after clustering instructions in the whole-list but not in the
individual-words format. In both formats, instructed clustering was correlated with processing
resources (processing speed and, especially, working memory capacity), particularly in older
adults. Spontaneous clustering, however, was not related to processing resources but to
metacognitive beliefs about the efficacy and difficulty of semantic clustering, neither of which
indicated awareness of the benefits of the whole-list presentation format in either age group.
Taken together, the findings demonstrate that presentation format has a nontrivial influence on
the utilization of semantic clustering in adults. The analyses further highlight important
differences between output-based and list-based clustering measures.
Keywords: recall | cognitive aging | semantic clustering | encoding strategy | utilization
deficiency
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Given the pronounced decline in episodic long-term memory with even healthy aging (Park et
al., 2002), an exciting finding is that older adults (∼60+) can substantially improve their memory
simply through using effective encoding strategies like mental imagery and semantic
organization (see Gross et al., 2012; Verhaeghen, Marcoen, & Goossens, 1992, for metaanalyses). However, several studies suggest that older adults benefit (in terms of memory
improvement) less from using encoding-strategies than younger adults (e.g., Kliegl, Smith, &
Baltes, 1990; Verhaeghen & Marcoen, 1996) and sometimes even not at all (e.g., Mason &
Smith, 1977; Taconnat et al., 2009). Encoding strategy deficiencies may thereby contribute to
observed age-related differences in episodic memory. The present study thus examined whether
older adults’ use of semantic clustering (i.e., the strategy of organizing study words into semantic
categories, such as “flowers” and “vehicles”) can be supported by the design of the memory task,
specifically the presentation format of the study list.
AGE-RELATED ENCODING STRATEGY DEFICIENCIES
There is good evidence that strategy deficiencies contribute to age-related differences in
cognitive performance in general (Lemaire, 2010; Touron, 2015) and in episodic memory in
particular (e.g., Dunlosky & Hertzog, 1998, 2001; Dunlosky, Hertzog, & Powell-Moman,
2005; Froger, Taconnat, Landré, Beigneux, & Isingrini, 2009; Hulicka & Grossman,
1967; Hulicka, Sterns, & Grossman, 1967; Kausler, 1994; Naveh-Benjamin, Brav, & Levy,
2007). Broadly, such deficiencies can occur at the production and/or utilization stage of strategy
implementation (Dunlosky et al., 2005; Dunlosky & Hertzog, 1998; Kausler, 1994): In the case
of a production deficiency, older adults fail to spontaneously use an effective strategy, which for
episodic memory are encoding strategies fostering deep (semantic) elaboration and
interconnection of the to-be-studied material (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Hunt & Einstein,
1981; Richardson, 1998). Several studies have found that older adults spontaneously use
effective encoding strategies less frequently than younger adults, both on laboratory memory
tasks (e.g., Taconnat et al., 2009; Verhaeghen & Marcoen, 1994) and in daily life
(e.g., Bouazzaoui et al., 2010; Hultsch, Hertzog, & Dixon, 1987; Loewen, Shaw, & Craik, 1990).
Further, some studies have provided evidence for the contribution of this production deficiency
to age-group differences in episodic memory by showing that age-group differences are smaller
or even eliminated when encoding strategy use is instructed or otherwise controlled for
(e.g., Dunlosky & Hertzog, 2001; Hulicka & Grossman, 1967; Naveh-Benjamin et al., 2007). In
the case of a utilization deficiency, older adults benefit less from using a strategy than younger
adults. In contrast to a pure production deficiency, a utilization deficiency implies that age-group
differences in episodic memory actually become larger after instruction to use an encoding
strategy. Indeed, several studies document such a magnification of age-group differences in
episodic memory after instructions to use an encoding strategy (e.g., Dunlosky & Hertzog,
1998; Kliegl, Smith, & Baltes, 1989; Verhaeghen & Marcoen, 1996).
What causes strategy deficiencies in older adulthood? Notably, older adults generally have
spared metamemory knowledge about memory tasks and effective encoding strategies (Hertzog
& Hultsch, 2000; Hultsch et al., 1987; but see Price, Hertzog, & Dunlosky, 2008), rendering the
observed production deficiencies somewhat surprising. Some researchers have thus attributed
older adults’ strategy deficiencies to the well-documented age-related declines in general
cognitive processing resources, which are assumed to underlie age-related deficits in various

higher cognitive functions, including episodic memory (e.g., Park, 2000; Salthouse, 1996).
Indeed, spontaneous use of effective encoding strategies in older adults is correlated with
processing speed (Hertzog & Dunlosky, 2004; Verhaeghen & Marcoen, 1994), working memory
capacity (Wegesin, Jacobs, Zubin, Ventura, & Stern, 2000), and executive functioning
(Bouazzaoui et al., 2010; Glisky, Rubin, & Davidson, 2001; Taconnat et al., 2009). Likewise,
utilization of an encoding strategy causes greater interference with a secondary task in older than
younger adults (Naveh-Benjamin, Craik, Guez, & Kreuger, 2005) and the amount of memory
improvement through encoding strategies observed in older adults is correlated with processing
speed (Kliegl et al., 1990; Singer, Lindenberger, & Baltes, 2003; Verhaeghen & Marcoen, 1996),
working memory capacity (Bryan, Luszcz, & Pointer, 1999; Drevenstedt & Bellezza, 1993), and
executive functioning (Bryan et al., 1999).
Despite the good evidence for age-related strategy deficiencies and their relation to age-related
declines in general cognitive processing resources, findings are mixed with several studies
reporting comparably frequent use of encoding strategies in younger and (healthy) older adults
(e.g., Bryan et al., 1999; Kuhlmann & Touron, 2012; Lachman & Andreoletti, 2006), as well as
at least comparable, if not larger, memory improvements through encoding strategies in older
adults (Dunlosky & Hertzog, 2001; Dunlosky et al., 2005; Froger et al., 2009; Hulicka &
Grossman, 1967; Kuhlmann & Touron, 2012; Naveh-Benjamin et al., 2007). Of course, some
encoding strategies (e.g., multistep mnemonic techniques like the loci method) may be more
cognitively demanding than others. However, there have been inconsistent findings regarding
older adults’ ability to produce and utilize the same encoding strategy. Such inconsistencies in
research findings have rightfully led to the rejection of the hypothesis that strategy deficiencies
fully account for age-group differences in episodic memory (e.g., Dunlosky et al., 2005; Light,
1991). However, rather than viewing these inconsistencies as a sign of poor replicability, we
believe that they point to the existence of moderating factors in the task environment which
either foster or hinder older adults’ encoding-strategy use and thereby partially contribute to agegroup differences in episodic memory.
TASK AFFORDANCE OF OLDER ADULTS’ ENCODING STRATEGY USE
Whereas much research has been devoted to identifying whether there are age-related encodingstrategy deficiencies or not, surprisingly little research has examined which factors influence
older (and younger) adults’ ability to implement effective encoding strategies. The fact that some
studies find older adults to be fully able to spontaneously produce and utilize an encoding
strategy whereas others find age-related deficiencies for the same strategy suggests that task
factors influence older adults’ strategy abilities. This implies that it may be possible to
systematically manipulate a task’s strategy affordability and to influence older (and younger)
adults’ cognitive performance through such a manipulation (Bottiroli, Dunlosky, Guerini,
Cavallini, & Hertzog, 2010; Touron & Hertzog, 2004).
Of course, studies differ in many methodological aspects other than the task design.
Consequently, to identify strategy-affording task factors, systematic manipulations must be
conducted within an experiment using random assignment. Unfortunately, to date few studies
have done this with regard to aging and encoding strategies. Perhaps the most attention has been
paid to the role of study material characteristics. In particular, older adults’ encoding-strategy use

is influenced by word concreteness and interrelatedness (Dunlosky & Hertzog, 1998; Howard,
McAndrews, & Lasaga, 1981; Hulicka & Grossman, 1967; Rowe & Schnore, 1971; Tournier &
Postal, 2011; Witte, Freund, & Sebby, 1990) and effects of encoding-strategy training on older
adults’ memory performance are more pronounced on tasks with more concrete, everyday
materials (Cavallini, Pagnin, & Vecchi, 2003). Recently, Bottiroli et al. (2010) examined the
influence of presentation format on older adults’ use of self-testing when studying words. They
found no age-group differences in spontaneous use of this beneficial study strategy when the
words were presented on flashcards, conducive to self-testing, but a production deficiency in
older adults when the words were presented affixed to a board. One explanation of how task
factors affect older adults’ encoding strategy production and utilization is that they may reduce
the cognitive demands of that strategy (cf., Bottiroli et al., 2010; see also Touron & Hertzog,
2004). Indeed, a few studies found longer study times to increase older adults’ encoding strategy
production (Verhaeghen & Marcoen, 1994) and utilization (Kliegl et al., 1990; Verhaeghen &
Marcoen, 1996). Relatedly, Derwinger and colleagues found older adults to only improve their
memory for numbers through a complex, multistep mnemonic strategy when they were allowed
to write down individual steps of the mnemonic, but not when they had to perform the steps in
working memory (Derwinger, Stigsdotter Neely, & Bäckman, 2005).
THE PRESENT STUDY: LIST-PRESENTATION FORMAT AND SEMANTIC
CLUSTERING
The goals of the present study were to examine the influence of list-presentation format on the
(a) spontaneous production as well as (b) successful utilization of semantic clustering in younger
and, especially, older adults. We focused on semantic clustering because it is a very effective
strategy for episodic memory (particularly recall; e.g., Hunt & Einstein, 1981) for which research
regarding age-related differences in its production and utilization has yielded mixed results.
When words from various semantic categories are randomly intermixed on the study list, as is
the case in typical test inventories using categorizable word material (e.g., the California Verbal
Learning Test; Delis et al., 1991), the mental organization of study words into categories should
be demanding of cognitive processing resources. Indeed, older adults’ clustering production is
correlated with measures of their working memory capacity (Wegesin et al., 2000), verbal
fluency (Jacobs et al., 2001), as well as processing speed and executive functioning (Taconnat et
al., 2009). Therefore, it is worthwhile to search for task factors that may facilitate the semantic
organization of study words, particularly for older adults.
List-Presentation Format and Semantic Clustering Production
Most aging studies on semantic clustering have focused on spontaneous clustering production.
Given the resource demands of clustering it is not surprising that many studies report reduced
spontaneous clustering production in older compared to younger participants (Amrhein, Bond, &
Hamilton, 1999; Jacobs et al., 2001; Mungas, Ehlers, & Blunden, 1991; Taconnat et al.,
2009; Wegesin et al., 2000; Witte, Freund, & Brown-Whistler, 1993), especially under dual task
(Fernandes & Grady, 2008; Park, Smith, Dudley, & Lafronza, 1989). Surprisingly, however,
these studies are opposed by an approximately equal number of studies, reporting no age-group
differences in clustering production (Blatt-Eisengart & Lachman, 2004; Hertzog, Dixon, &
Hultsch, 1990; Hess, Auman, Colcombe, & Rahhal, 2003; Kliegl et al., 1990; Lachman &

Andreoletti, 2006; West, Dark-Freudeman, & Bagwell, 2009; West & Thorn, 2001). Upon closer
examination, we noted that, although all these studies used randomly intermixed word material,
almost all the studies reporting age-group differences (with the exception of Witte et al., 1993)
presented the words individually (i.e., one after the other, each for a short time only) for study,
whereas those not finding age-group differences (with the exception of Schneider & Uhl, 1990)
presented all words at once for study (i.e., by presenting the whole study list on a computer
screen or by providing a stack of flashcards). In the former individual-words format, semantic
clustering should pose great demands on cognitive processing resources because earlier words
have to be maintained in (or retrieved into) working memory to be grouped with later study
words. In contrast, the whole-list format, allows revisiting the earlier parts of the study list,
which should greatly decrease cognitive demands of clustering. Thereby, the whole-list
presentation format might facilitate the mentalorganization of the words. Jacobs et al.
(2001) reported that preblocking the study words by categories (as opposed to randomly
intermixing them) increases younger and older adults’ clustering use. However, in this case the
blocked presentation format explicitly organized the categories for the participant, rather than
facilitating use of this strategy as the whole-list presentation format may do.
In the present study, we systematically manipulated list-presentation format, keeping other
potentially relevant factors (e.g., word material, total study time), that also varied between the
previous studies, constant. We expected both younger and older adults to more frequently use
semantic clustering spontaneously in the whole-list than in the individual-words format and we
specifically expected this whole-list format benefit to involve a reduction of semantic
clusterings’ demands on general cognitive processing resources. Therefore, we expected weaker
(or no) correlations between semantic clustering and resource measures (processing speed,
working memory capacity) in the whole-list format but strong correlations in the individualwords format. Given older adults’ reduced cognitive processing resources, we expected them to
particularly benefit from the whole-list format such that there would be an age-related deficit in
semantic clustering production in the individual-words but not in the whole-list format.
Importantly, because metamemory beliefs may also influence spontaneous strategy use (see
Hertzog & Dunlosky, 2004, for an overview), we also assessed general metamemory beliefs and
daily strategy use as well as specific beliefs about semantic clustering efficacy and difficulty as
potential predictors of spontaneous clustering use. With the latter, we were also interested in
participants’ awareness of whole-list format benefits to semantic clustering.
List-Presentation Format and Memory Improvement Through Semantic Clustering
The second main goal of the present study was to examine age-related differences in semantic
clustering utilization and whether the whole-list format would enable more effective semantic
clustering in younger and, particularly, older adults. Only two of the prior studies, both using the
individual-words format, have reported correlations between semantic clustering use and recall
performance separately for younger and older participants: Witte et al. (1993) report strong
positive clustering—recall correlation for both younger and older participants (numerically even
larger in the older participants). Taconnat et al. (2009) report null or even
reliable negative correlations for their older participants as opposed to strong positive
correlations for their younger participants, pointing to a potential utilization deficiency in the
individual-words format.

However, clustering—recall correlations may be confounded with characteristics of the persons
spontaneously choosing to use semantic clustering (cf., Siegler & Lemaire, 1997). In the present
study, we directly instructed participants to use semantic clustering on a second study-list to
more directly measure the memory improvement through semantic clustering. We are not aware
of a prior study directly instructing participants to use semantic clustering; some studies have
instructed participants to sort study words printed on flashcards but typically did not compare
recall performance to a nonsorting control group (Basden, Basden, & Bartlett, 1993; Guttentag,
1984; Worden & Meggison, 1984). A notable exception is the study by Hultsch (1971) in which
older adults’ recall improved greatly (more than younger adults’) with sorting instructions
compared with a nonsorting control group. However, it remains unclear to what extent older
adults are able to improve their memory performance through semantic clustering when the
sorting must be completed mentally and whether this is moderated by the presentation-format.
We predicted that, given the expected cognitive demands of mental organization, older adults
would benefit less from semantic clustering instructions than younger adults (i.e., a utilization
deficiency), especially in the individual-words format (cf. Taconnat et al., 2009). We further
predicted that the whole-list format would result in higher semantic clustering utilization success
(i.e., larger memory improvement) in both younger and older adults but that this benefit might be
particularly pronounced in the older adults.
Comparison of Semantic Clustering Measures
A crucial issue here is the measurement of semantic clustering, which has been widely debated
(e.g., Roenker, Thompson, & Brown, 1971). Traditional measures of semantic clustering, such as
the Ratio of Repetition (RR; Bousfield, 1953), assess what proportion of the recall output are
category repetitions (i.e., successive recall of words from the same semantic category). However,
while these measures certainly index use of semantic clustering, they ignore important indicators
of semantic clustering utilization success, specifically the size and total number of the clusters.
This is particularly evident in the study by Taconnat et al. (2009), where paradoxically an
increase in relative output clustering was accompanied by a decrease in recall performance in
older adults. Therefore, a list-based semantic clustering score (LBC; Stricker, Brown, Wixted,
Baldo, & Delis, 2002) has been developed, which takes the semantic structure of the study list
into account, not just what was recalled. Thereby, the LBC measure does not only consider the
number of semantic category repetitions in the recall output but also the number and size of the
clusters relative to the number and size of categories on the original list, resulting in a measure
of absolute clustering success. To illustrate the difference between output-based and list-based
clustering measures, imagine two participants studied a list including five animal words
randomly intermixed with words from other categories. Later, both participants only remember
the animal words but Participant A recalls only two of them whereas Participant B recalls all
five. Output-based clustering measures would not differentiate between these participants but
instead indicate a perfectly clustered recall output for both. In contrast, LBC would be higher
(but far from perfect given that other category words were also on the list) for Participant B than
A, thus better capturing the difference in absolute clustering success. Thus, an additional goal of
the present study was to compare both indices. We expected that LBC would more closely reflect
the recall improvements from clustering instructions (and age differences therein) than an outputbased measure.

Summary of Hypotheses
In summary, we expected the whole-list presentation format to increase spontaneous semantic
clustering productions (evident in either clustering index) and utilization (i.e., memory
improvements from semantic clustering instructions; LBC). We expected this whole-list benefit
to involve reduced resource demands of semantic clustering (i.e., weaker correlations with
processing speed and working memory capacity). Therefore, given older adults’ typical declines
in processing resources, we expected the whole-list presentation format to more strongly affect
older than younger adults.
METHOD
Participants
The sample consisted of 132 undergraduates (18–26 years old) and 120 community-dwelling
older adults (60–81 years old). Younger adults took about 1.5 hr and received course credit;
older adults took about 2.5 hr and received a $25 gift card to a local department store. Inclusion
criteria were age 18 to 30 for younger adults and 60+ for older adults, fluency in English, no
neurological disorder or prior history of stroke or heart attack, no current use of medication
affecting cognition, and no prior participation in an experiment using the same material. Older
adults were prescreened for these criteria on the phone; undergraduates who did not meet these
criteria were allowed to participate for course credit but their data were discarded. Because of
experimenter error in the data collection procedure, data from three additional (two younger and
one older) participants were excluded; further, data from one additional older participant who
produced almost exclusively intrusions on the recall tests were excluded. Participant
characteristics are provided in Table 1 and are typical for studies in the cognitive aging literature.
The older participants had on average received more years of formal education than the younger
participants and outperformed them on a vocabulary measure. Nonetheless, the older participants
showed typical worse performance than the younger participants on measures of processing
speed and working memory capacity. 1
Design
The design was a 2 (age group) × 2 (list-presentation format) × 2 (clustering instructions) mixed
factorial. Younger and older adults were randomly assigned to either the individual-words or the
whole-list presentation format (66 younger and 60 older adults each). Clustering instructions
were manipulated within participants: A first list was studied without explicit instructions to use
a specific strategy. Later in the session, a second list was studied with instructions to use
semantic clustering at encoding. Specifically, participants were informed that the words on the
next list could be grouped into different categories and that they should try to do so because such
grouping improves memory. After recall of the first list, participants had been queried about the
category structure of that list and were then given feedback—hence they had examples of
categories. They were not informed how many or what categories would apply to the second list
and they did not practice clustering. Participants later also studied a third list (again instructed to
use semantic clustering) under a dual-task manipulation; results from this third list were not
informative and are not reported for brevity. 2

Measures, Material, and Procedure
Word list study and recall. Three categorizable 20-word lists containing five words each from
four distinct semantic categories were constructed based on category norms (Van Overschelde,
Rawson, & Dunlosky, 2004). For each category, exemplars named by at least 20% but no more
than 80% of the norming sample in response to the category label were selected. Lists were
matched in mean exemplar typicality (M = 48.43%) and word length (M = 5.23 [range 3–10]
letters and 1.67 [range 1–3] syllables). Each participant studied and recalled all three lists during
the session, with the order of lists counterbalanced across participants. To minimize interference
between lists, different semantic categories were used on each list. Presentation format varied
between conditions but was constant within participants. In the individual-words format, each of
the 20 words was presented individually, centered on the computer screen for 3 s with a 500 ms
fixation cross between words. For the whole-list conditions, all 20 words were presented at once
on the screen—in two columns of 10 words each—for 69.5 s. Thereby, the total study time
(including ISIs) was held constant across presentation-format conditions. In both formats, the
order of words was randomized for each participant with the restriction that at least two words

intervened between words from the same semantic category (rule applied within the columns for
the whole-list condition). After studying, participants were asked to continuously deduct three
from a provided three-digit starting number for 30 s, entering each intermediate result. Then
participants were instructed to type any words they remembered from the study list in the order
they came to mind. Participants saw all words they had already typed on the screen. Three
minutes were given for recall, timed by the computer with no option to end early. For each list,
participants were next asked about their strategy use during studying (described next). They also
had to list the semantic categories on the just-studied list (which participants of both ages did
with very high accuracy) and completed a category-cued recall (yielding the same pattern of
results as the free recall); these two measures assured that the semantic categories of each list
were highly meaningful to all participants.
Metacognitive beliefs about clustering. After study and test of each list, participants were
asked (a) how effective they believe a semantic-clustering strategy is for improving their own
and a peer’s memory (two separate questions) for a list like the one they just studied on a 5-point
Likert scale (1 = not at all, 2 = slightly, 3 = somewhat, 4 = quite, 5 = very much) and (b) to rate
how difficult they thought semantic clustering of the words was during study and during test
(two separate questions) on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = not at all, 2 = slightly difficult, 3
= somewhat difficult, 4 = quite difficult, 5 = very difficult).
Processing speed and working memory tasks. Participants completed two paper-based
processing speed measures, the Digit-Symbol Substitution Task (Wechsler, 1981) and the Pattern
Comparison Task (Salthouse, 1996). For each, the experimenter timed with a stopwatch, giving
simultaneous “start” and “stop” signals to all participants in a session. Two computerized,
automated complex-span tasks were used to measure working memory capacity (Unsworth,
Heitz, Schrock, & Engle, 2005): the verbal reading-span task and the spatial symmetry-span task.
In the reading-span task, participants read a sentence, judged whether it was sensical, and then
saw a letter for 1 s. After two to six sentence-letter pairs, participants had to recall the letters in
order. There were three trials of each set size, resulting in a total of 48 trials. In the symmetryspan task, participants judged whether patterns were symmetric along the vertical axis and then
memorized the position of a red square in a 4 × 4 matrix presented for 650 ms. After sets of two
to five symmetry judgments and square presentations, participants had to select the previously
presented red squares in the 4 × 4 matrix in the shown order. With three trials for each set size,
there were a total of 42 trials. Importantly, during 15 practice trials for the processing component
(sentence sensibility or symmetry judgments) the participants’ mean response time was
measured and the main trials timed out if participants did not respond within 2 SDs of their mean
time to limit opportunity for letter/square position rehearsal. Participants were given accuracy
feedback after each trial for both the processing and the memorization component and were
asked to maintain 85% accuracy on the processing task (see Footnote 1).
General procedure and task order. Participants were tested in age-homogenous groups of up
to six in individual cubicles with an experimenter present throughout the entire session.
Participants first signed a consent form and took a near (corrected) visual acuity test (all had at
least 20/50 acuity). Tasks were then completed in the following order with breaks offered
between tasks as needed: (a) Digit-symbol substitution test, (b) pattern comparison test, (c) study
and recall of first, spontaneous word list (no strategy instructions), (d) vocabulary test, (e)

reading span, (f) second, clustering-instructed word list, (g) dual-task practice followed by study
and recall of a third word list under dual task, (h) completion of the achievement, locus, and
strategy subscales from the Metamemory in Adulthood (MIA) Questionnaire (Dixon & Hultsch,
1983), and (i) symmetry span. Upon completion of all tasks, participants completed a
computerized demographic questionnaire and were then debriefed and dismissed.
RESULTS
For all analyses, we set α = .05.
Recall Performance
Figure 1 shows mean recall performance by age group and list-presentation format before (first
list) and after (second list) clustering instructions. A 2 (age group) × 2 (presentation format) × 2
(strategy instructions) mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) yielded an expected main effect of
age group, F(1, 248) = 53.76, p < .001, ηp2 = .18, with the older adults consistently recalling
fewer words than the younger adults. There was further a main effect of strategy
instructions, F(1, 248) = 53.18, p < .001, ηp2 = .18, that interacted with age group, F(1, 248) =
9.22, p = .003, ηp2 = .04, and with list-presentation format, F(1, 248) = 11.96, p < .001, ηp2 =
.05. No other effects were significant, all F < 1. Follow-up planned comparisons showed that
recall improved on the second, clustering-instructed list in both age groups but this strategyinstructions effect was much stronger in the younger, F(1, 248) = 56.01, p < .001, ηp2 = .18, than
in the older participants, F(1, 248) = 8.65, p = .004, ηp2 = .03, evidencing a utilization
deficiency. Overall, recall performance significantly improved on the second, clusteringinstructed list in both list-presentation formats, but this improvement was much stronger in the
whole-list format, F(1, 248) = 57.79, p < .001, ηp2 = .19, than in the individual-words
format, F(1, 248) = 7.35, p = .007, ηp2 = .03. Thus, as expected, the whole-list format led to
greater success in implementing the clustering instructions. Notably, this benefit of the whole-list
format was comparable for younger and older adults (i.e., no three-way interaction), contrary to
our initial hypotheses. Given our a priori hypotheses, however, we examined the format and
instruction effects separately for each age group. Qualitatively, it is notable that older adults did
not at all improve their average recall performance on the second, clustering-instructed list in the
individual-words format, t(59) = 0.65, p = .518, dz = 0.08, whereas a significant medium-sized
improvement was possible in the whole-list format, t(59) = 3.25, p = .002, dz = 0.42. For
younger adults, however, already a medium-sized improvement was possible in the individualwords format, t(65) = 3.77, p < .001, dz = 0.46, which rose to a large-sized improvement in the
whole-list format, t(65) = 7.00, p < .001, dz = 0.86. Thus, for older adults, list-presentation
format determined whether any average memory improvement was achieved on the second,
clustering-instructed list, whereas younger adults were able to significantly improve their recall
performance in either format (but more so in the whole-list format).
Semantic Clustering Performance
We will first present analyses of RR, a more traditional relative output clustering measure,
followed by analyses of LBC, a measure of absolute clustering success. Note that correlations

between both indices were quite high in all conditions (younger adults: .928 ≤ r ≤ .969; older
adults: .549 ≤ r ≤ .893), all p < .001.

Relative output clustering (RR). The RR (Bousfield, 1953) score is computed as the number of
category repetitions divided by the total number of words recalled −1 and has been particularly
recommended for developmental research (Frender & Doubilet, 1974). 3 Mean RR scores
(see Table 2) were submitted to a 2 (age group) × 2 (list-presentation format) × 2 (strategy
instructions) mixed ANOVA. Expectedly, there was a large main effect of strategy
instructions, F(1, 248) = 239.52, p < .001, ηp2 = .49, with higher RR scores on the clusteringinstructed (second) list, that further interacted with list-presentation format, F(1, 248) = 4.89, p =
.028, ηp2 = .02. Follow-up planned comparisons revealed that RR scores increased with
clustering instructions in both presentation-format conditions but this increase was larger in the
whole-list, F(1, 248) = 156.42, p < .001, ηp2 = .39, than in the individual-words format, F(1,
248) = 87.99, p < .001, ηp2 = .26. That is, participants implemented the clustering instructions
more successfully in the whole-list format. The main effect of age group, F(1, 248) = 6.47, p =
.012, ηp2 = .03, also interacted with list-presentation format, F(1, 248) = 4.96, p = .027, ηp2 =
.02, but not with any other factors, all Fs < 1. Follow-up planned comparisons revealed that
presentation format had no main effect in younger adults, F < 1, but older adults’ recall outputs
were significantly more clustered in the whole-list than in the individual-words format, F(1, 248)
= 4.36, p = .017, ηp2 = .02. Given this selective effect of presentation format on older adults’
output clustering, age-related differences in RR varied across presentation format: Average
output clustering did not differ between age groups in the individual-words format, F < 1, but
older adults’ recall outputs were, on average, significantly more clustered than those of younger
adults’ in the whole-list format, F(1, 248) = 10.50, p = .001, ηp2 = .04. Note that moreclustering
in older adults is also the direction of the significant main effect of age group. In sum, there was
no evidence for a production or utilization deficiency in older adults’ output clustering. Quite
contrary, older adults’ achieved better output clustering than younger adults. Both age groups’
output clustering was supported by the whole-list presentation format, with some evidence for
particular benefits of the whole-list format in the older adults.

Absolute clustering success (LBC). LBC was computed according to the formula provided
by Stricker et al. (2002), taking the original list structure (20 words totals; 4 per each of 5
different semantic categories) into account. Mean LBC scores are provided in Table 2 and were
also analyzed with a 2 (age group) × 2 (list-presentation format) × 2 (strategy instructions) mixed
ANOVA. Like with RR scores, there was a large main effect of strategy instructions, F(1, 248) =
237.02, p < .001, ηp2 = .49, with higher LBC scores on the second, clustering-instructed list. This
strategy-effect again interacted with list-presentation format, F(1, 248) = 7.47, p = .007, ηp2 =
.03. Follow-up planned comparisons revealed that, just like RR scores, LBC scores increased
with clustering instructions in both presentation formats but this increase was larger in the
whole-list, F(1, 248) = 164.33, p < .001, ηp2 = .40, than in the individual-words format, F(1,
248) = 80.16, p < .001, ηp2 = .24. The main effect of age group was not significant, F(1, 248) =
1.37, p = .243, and age group also did not interact with presentation format for this clustering
measure, F(1, 248) = 2.31, p = .130, but with strategy instruction, F(1, 248) = 9.53, p = .002,
ηp2 = .04. The three-way interaction was not significant, F < 1. Follow-up planned comparisons
on the significant Age Group × Strategy Instruction interaction revealed that although both age
groups clustered more on the second, clustering-instructed list, this increase in LBC with strategy
instructions was more strongly pronounced in the younger, F(1, 248) = 179.33, p < .001, ηp2 =
.42, than in the older adults, F(1, 248) = 72.31, p < .001, ηp2 = .23. Consequently, LBC scores
did not differ between age groups for the first spontaneous list, F < 1, but were significantly
higher in younger adults on the second, clustering-instructed list, F(1, 248) = 7.40, p = .007,
ηp2 = .03, mirroring the magnification of age-group differences after clustering instructions
observed in recall. In summary, in line with the RR analyses, the LBC measure suggests that
spontaneous clustering did not differ between the two presentation-formats but once clustering
was instructed (on the second list) participants were more successful in implementing this
strategy in the whole-list format. The measures diverge regarding age-group differences in
semantic clustering: Although the (much smaller) recall outputs of older adults were at least as
clustered (RR measure) as those of younger adults (even more in the whole-list format), the LBC

measure suggests that younger adults clustered more successfully than older adults (i.e., more
and larger clusters) on the second, clustering-instructed list.
Clustering—Recall relationship. As evident in Table 3 (first rows), both clustering indices
were highly correlated with recall performance on both lists in all conditions with one exception
(i.e., null correlation between RR and recall on the instructed list in the older adult whole-list
condition). Numerically, LBC’s correlation with recall was consistently higher than that of RR.
We used the software by Lee and Preacher (2013) to compare these dependent correlation
coefficients within each condition (separately for each list). LBC was indeed significantly more
correlated with recall than RR in all but one of the eight comparisons (not for the uninstructed,
first list in the younger adult whole-list condition, z = 0.12, p = .904), all other z ≥ 2.78, p ≤ .005.
This supports our interpretation of the LBC measure as an index of absolute clustering success.
Finally, to more directly test whether increases in recall from the first to the second list were
indeed related to increased clustering we computed increase scores (i.e., List 2–List 1) for recall
and clustering (RR or LBC) for each participant and correlated these. In younger adults, both the
increases in RR (individual words: r(64) = .48; whole list: r(64) = .54) and LBC (individual
words: r(64) = .67; whole list: r(64) = .61) were significantly correlated with the observed recall
increases, all p < .001. For older adults, increases in RR were not significantly correlated with
the (on average null) recall increases in the individual words format, r(58) = .197, p = .132, but
the correlation was significant in the whole-list format, r(58) = .320, p = .013. Increases in LBC
were significantly correlated with older participants’ recall increases in both the individualwords, r(58) = .564, p < .001, and the whole-list format, r(58) = .717, p < .001.
Metacognitive Beliefs About Semantic Clustering
Participants’ estimates of the efficacy of semantic clustering for improving their own or peers’
memory were very similar and thus averaged. Likewise, the very similar difficulty ratings for
using semantic-clustering during study and during test were averaged. Table 2 displays mean
values for both measures, which were each analyzed with a 2 (age group) × 2 (list-presentation
format) × 2 (strategy instructions) mixed ANOVA.
Clustering efficacy. Regarding clustering-efficacy beliefs, there was a main effect of strategy
instruction, F(1, 248) = 23.97, p < .001, ηp2 = .09, with participants ascribing higher efficacy to
the strategy after having been instructed to use it on the second list. There was no main effect of
presentation format, F < 1, but a marginally significant interaction between presentation format
and strategy instruction, F(1, 248) = 3.76, p = .054, ηp2 = .02. Tentatively, the increase in
clustering-efficacy ratings from the first to the second list was somewhat more pronounced in the
whole-list, F(1, 248) = 23.35, p < .001, ηp2 = .09, than in the individual-words format, F(1, 248)
= 4.37, p = .038, ηp2 = .02, mirroring the actual format differences in recall benefits. There was
no main effect of age group, F < 1, and no interaction of age group and presentation format, F <
1, but an interaction of age group and strategy instruction, F(1, 248) = 6.14, p = .014, ηp2 = .02.
Follow-up planned comparisons revealed that the increase in efficacy ratings from the first to the
second list was large and significant in younger adults, F(1, 248) = 28.55, p < .001, ηp2 = .10,
but smaller and only trending in older adults, F(1, 248) = 2.79, p = .096, ηp2 = .01. This mirrors
the observed smaller recall benefits of the semantic-clustering instruction in older compared with
younger adults. The three-way interaction was not significant, F < 1.

Clustering difficulty. Regarding ratings of clustering difficulty, there were no main effects of
strategy instructions, F(1, 248) = 2.10, p = .149, or presentation format, F < 1. However, older
adults rated clustering to be more difficult, F(1, 248) = 15.50, p < .001, ηp2 = .06, and this effect
of age group interacted with strategy instructions, F(1, 248) = 3.96, p = .048, ηp2 = .02. Followup planned comparisons revealed that younger adults decreased their ratings of clustering
difficulty from the first to the second list, F(1, 248) = 6.20, p = .013, ηp2 = .02, whereas older
adults’ difficulty ratings did not change between lists, F < 1. Consequently, there was a larger
age-group difference in clustering difficulty ratings on the second, clustering-instructed list, F(1,
248) = 17.60, p < .001, ηp2 = .07, than on the first, uninstructed list, F(1, 248) = 4.03, p = .046,
ηp2 = .02. No other interactions were significant, all F ≤ 1.72. That is, although participants
achieved higher recall performance and higher clustering in the whole-list format, difficulty
beliefs did not differ between presentation formats.
Correlates of Clustering
Finally, we examined our hypothesized correlations between semantic clustering and general
processing resources (processing speed and working memory capacity) and metacognitive
measures (general metamemory beliefs, daily strategy use, and specific beliefs about semantic

clustering). For processing speed and working memory capacity, average performance scores
across the two tasks measuring each of these constructs were computed by first z-standardizing
the scores on each individual task (with the full sample [both age groups and both presentation
formats combined] mean and SD) and then averaging these standardized scores for the two
processing-speed/working memory tasks, respectively. To be as inclusive as possible, if a
participant only met the processing criterion for one of the span tasks (see Footnote 1) the z-score
on that span task was used. All zero order correlations are displayed in Table 3. For
completeness, correlations with vocabulary are also included in Table 3; these were
nonsignificant with one exception, presumably because of the easiness of the used semantic
categories.
Correlations with general processing resources. We expected positive correlations between
clustering indices and general processing resources for both spontaneous and instructed
clustering, particularly in the individual-words format. Contrary to our expectations, there was
no evidence for any correlation between these general processing resource measures and
spontaneous clustering, neither in younger nor in older adults. However, in line with the idea that
clustering is resource-demanding, instructed clustering positively correlated with processing
speed (with the LBC measure only) and working memory capacity (with LBC in both formats;
with RR only in the individual-words condition) in older adults (only trending in younger
adults). Notably, this was true for both presentation formats with no evidence for the expected
stronger correlations in the individual-words format, all p (one-tailed) ≥ .102.
Table 4 displays results from regression models with both general processing resource measures
as predictors of RR and LBC variance. General processing resources did not predict significant
variance in spontaneous clustering (List 1) in either age group. On List 2 (instructed clustering)
general processing resources explained significant variance in both older adults’ instructed (List
2) RR (16%) and LBC (19%) in the individual-words conditions. In the whole-list conditions,
general processing resources explained significant variance in older adults’ instructed LBC
(15%) but not RR (4%). In all significant models, only working memory capacity predicted
unique variance in RR/LBC whereas the coefficients for processing speed became nonsignificant
when working memory was simultaneously included (see Table 4). For younger adults, none of
the correlations between clustering indices and either processing resource measure were
significant nor were any regression models with both entered as predictors (see Table 4).
However, it seems premature to conclude that clustering was fully independent of working
memory capacity in the younger adults. At least in the individual-words condition, the younger
participants’ correlations between working memory capacity and both RR and LBC were
significant when tested one-tailed (in the expected positive direction). Finally, when formally
comparing the multiple Rs, the correlation between processing resources and clustering was not
significantly larger in older than younger adults (although trending for LBC) in either format,
RR: z = 1.07 (individual words)/0.17 (whole list), both p (one-tailed) = .142/.440, LBC: z =
1.31/1.46, p (one-tailed) = .095/.072.
Metacognitive measures. General metamemory beliefs and daily strategy use, as measured in
the MIA, did not correlate with spontaneous or instructed clustering in any condition. However,
some of the correlations between specific metacognitive beliefs about semantic clustering were

significant (in the expected directions, that is positive for efficacy beliefs and negative for
difficulty beliefs) for both spontaneous and instructed clustering in both age groups.

Like for the analysis of processing resources, we again entered both specific belief measures
simultaneously into a regression model predicting clustering. Note that, of course, no causal
relationship can be inferred from these data, particularly for these measures that were assessed
after each study-test cycle. Table 4 shows that both specific belief measures predicted significant
variance in spontaneous LBC (25–31%) in the whole-list but not in the individual-words (5–6%)
format in both age groups. For RR, only the model in the younger-adults whole-list condition
was significant (27%). For instructed LBC, both measures continued to predict significant
variance in the whole-list condition for both age groups (15–17%) and also in the individualwords format for older (20%) but not younger adults (1%). For instructed RR, the model again
was only significant in the younger adult whole-list condition (15%). No clear pattern emerged
regarding a differential predictive power of effectiveness versus difficulty beliefs (see Table 4).
Given that both general processing resource measures as well as specific metacognitive beliefs
predicted significant variance in instructed LBC for the older participants, we also ran a final
regression model including both predictor groups. This model explained 33% of older adults’
instructed LBC variance in the individual-words format, F(4, 55) = 6.74, p < .001, and 23% in
the whole-list format, F(4, 55) = 4.10, p = .006.
DISCUSSION

The results confirm that presentation of the whole study-list during encoding supports semantic
clustering in both younger and older adults. However, whole-list presentation only increased
clustering and, consequently, recall performance compared with the individual-words
presentation when participants were instructed to use semantic clustering. On the uninstructed,
first list neither younger nor older adults primarily used semantic clustering in either presentation
format and, consequently, their recall performance did not vary between formats. Although
clustering and recall benefits of the whole-list format were generally comparable for younger and
older adults (with the notable exception of increased whole-list benefits on RR in older adults),
there was an important qualitative difference: For older adults presentation format made the
difference between not improving at all (in the individual-words format) and substantially
improving memory performance (in the whole-list format) on the second, clustering-instructed
list. Younger adults, on the other hand, were able to improve their recall performance with
clustering instructions in either format (but more so in the whole-list format).
The present results suggest equivalent spontaneous use of semantic clustering by younger and
older adults, in line with a host of other studies (Blatt-Eisengart & Lachman, 2004; Hertzog et
al., 1990; Hess et al., 2003; Lachman & Andreoletti, 2006; Rankin, Karol, & Tuten, 1984; West
et al., 2009; Witte et al., 1993; Zivian & Darjes, 1983) but contradicting some prior studies
reporting less frequent spontaneous semantic clustering in older adults (Amrhein et al., 1999;
Howard et al., 1981; Hultsch, 1971; Jacobs et al., 2001; Mungas et al., 1991; Schneider & Uhl,
1990; Taconnat et al., 2009). Most of the prior studies documenting an age-related production
deficiency for semantic clustering used an individual-words format and this motivated our
systematic manipulation of presentation format, but we ultimately found no evidence for effects
of presentation format on spontaneous clustering use in either age group. Metacognitive
judgments, assessed postrecall of the first list, suggest that participants did not recognize the
benefits of the whole-list format in increasing clustering efficacy and decreasing clustering
difficulty. This is in line with Koriat’s metacognitive cue-utilization framework and the finding
that initial metacognitive judgments primarily reflect item-intrinsic but not external task factors
(Koriat, 1997). An interesting find was that both younger and older participants seem to have
updated their strategy-efficacy beliefs after performing the semantic-clustering strategy on the
second, clustering-instructed list, after which beliefs were somewhat sensitive to presentation
format. Our regression analyses suggest that if these metacognitive beliefs are treated as
predictors of clustering (and they may just as well be consequences of the clustering experience
given their assessment after each study-test cycle), only a small (not always significant) portion
of variance in clustering can be explained. Although at first glance, our older participants’ high
education and vocabulary knowledge may explain the lack of differences in spontaneous
clustering, neither of these variables correlated with spontaneous clustering and in several of the
studies reporting a clustering production deficiency the older participants also had higher verbal
skills (Jacobs et al., 2001; Mungas et al., 1991; Taconnat et al., 2009). Overall, we thus could not
identify any clear predictors of spontaneous semantic clustering in either age group.
In terms of memory-improvement through semantic clustering, the present study clearly
demonstrates impairments in older adults’ semantic clustering utilization. This deficit was
equally present in both presentation formats but it is particularly notable that older adults’
average recall performance did not improve at all despite increases in clustering on the second,
instructed list in the individual-words format. This confirms Taconnat et al.’s (2009) conclusions

regarding older adults’ utilization deficiency, but with the important extension that in a wholelist presentation format older adults did significantly benefit from semantic clustering, albeit less
so than younger adults. Thereby, this study adds to a growing body of research suggesting that
task format affects older (and younger) adults’ ability to benefit from cognitive strategies
(Bottiroli et al., 2010; Touron & Hertzog, 2004). More important, this study was one of the first
to test the impact of semantic clustering on recall performance through instruction effects rather
than through correlations with spontaneous use (but see also Hultsch, 1971). Assessing clustering
instructions allows examination of the causal influence of clustering on memory performance
whereas correlations between spontaneous clustering and recall performance cannot be clearly
attributed to strategy effects because spontaneous use is potentially confounded with other
participant characteristics (cf., Siegler & Lemaire, 1997). The within-subject manipulation used
in this study, however, came at the cost of the instructed list always being the second list studied.
Hence, any of the improvements seen on the second list may also reflect practice effects.
However, such practice effects should be comparable in both presentation formats; therefore, the
differences between formats clearly point to the role of semantic clustering in the observed
recall-improvements. This interpretation is also supported by the substantial correlations between
recall and clustering increases from List 1 to List 2. Further, even though the clustering indices
do not clarify whether semantic clustering occurred at encoding and/or retrieval, the
presentation-format effects suggest a role of encoding, in line with other studies that documented
the influence of manipulations at the encoding stage on semantic clustering observed in recall
outputs (Jacobs et al., 2001; Park et al., 1989).
Further, our results also show that the choice of clustering measure is not trivial: Older adults’
difficulty to successfully implement the clustering strategy (as evident in their smaller recall
improvements) was only evident in the list-based clustering measure LBC but not in outputbased clustering measures like RR. Both younger and older adults were able to produce highly
clustered recall outputs—however, younger adults did so for many more words than older adults,
indicating a superior absolute clustering performance that was not captured in relative output
clustering. Similarly, Delis et al. (2010) report that LBC better discriminates between older
adults with and without dementia than a relative output-clustering measure. A potential criticism
of the LBC is that it is not completely independent from recall performance. Note, however, that
LBC is not always high when recall is high; it is only high when recall is high and clustered.
Indeed, results from our first, uninstructed list show that LBC does not necessarily differ
between two age groups just because their recall performance differs. Nonetheless, we believe
that additionally considering the output-based clustering indices is useful—in our study, the RR
measure confirmed that older adults were able to follow the semantic-clustering instructions,
producing recall outputs at least as clustered as those of younger adults. In a way, this measure
can serve as a manipulation check with regards to measuring clustering attempts as opposed to
measuring clustering success, which we believe to be better reflected in the LBC index.
Considering different clustering indices alongside each other thus offers clear advantages.
Clustering (both RR and LBC) on the instructed list was related to working memory capacity,
particularly in the older adults. Thereby, this research adds to a small body of literature
evidencing the common assumption that semantic clustering is a resource-demanding strategy
(Jacobs et al., 2001; Park et al., 1989; Taconnat et al., 2006; Wegesin et al., 2000) and also fits
into a broader literature documenting that age-related deficiencies with encoding strategies

correlate with age-related declines in basic cognitive processing resources (Kliegl et al., 1990;
Verhaeghen & Marcoen, 1996). Notably, the resource-demands of clustering only became
evident when clustering use was instructed. Nonetheless some prior studies have found (weak)
correlations between spontaneous clustering use and general processing resource measures
(Taconnat et al., 2009; Wegesin et al., 2000) and divided attention reduces spontaneous
clustering (Park et al., 1989), in line with formal models which assume that a strategy’s resource
demands influence strategy choices (Siegler & Shipley, 1995Shrager & Siegler, 1998). It is
possible that in the studies reporting age-related differences in spontaneous clustering there were
subtle demands to use clustering in the instructions. Either way, our results suggest that it is
worthwhile to separately examine instructed clustering when trying to establish the resourcedemands of the strategy (cf., Siegler & Lemaire, 1997).
We originally hypothesized that the whole-list presentation format would decrease the
processing-resource demands of clustering, but the positive correlations between working
memory capacity and clustering success were generally comparable in both presentation formats.
Interestingly, whole-list participants also did not rate clustering to be less difficult than
individual-word participants. Thus, mental organization of words into categories is still effortful
even when the words do not have to be maintained in (or retrieved into) working memory.
Nonetheless, despite clustering’s continuing resource-demands in the whole-list format, both
younger and older participants achieved greater clustering (and recall) performance in this
format. Future research could combine Jacobs et al.’s (2001) blocking manipulation (i.e.,
organization of the words by the experimenter) with the whole-list format to potentially
eliminate clustering’s working-memory demands and maybe even mitigate age-group differences
in clustering success and recall performance. Finally, it must be considered that we only used
brief strategy instructions and did not allow for practice of the clustering strategy. It is possible
that the resource demands of clustering would reduce with training, especially in the whole-list
format. We are not aware of any prior study training semantic clustering in older adults.
Organization was trained alongside other strategies in a strategic training condition in Cavallini
et al. (2003) but there was no specific assessment of clustering performance or of performance at
different points in the training nor was a younger-adult comparison group included. Note,
however, that for the demanding (i.e., memory improvements correlated with processing
speed; Kliegl et al., 1990) loci method strategy, Baltes and Kliegl (1992) have documented that,
despite improvements with training, the magnification of age-group differences after strategy
instructions persists over as many as 38 1-hr training sessions (distributed across 1 year and 4
months). Thus, for strategies demanding of general processing resources, it may not be possible
to overcome older adults’ utilization deficiency, even with prolonged training.
In summary, the present study aimed to reconcile inconsistent findings on aging and semantic
clustering by systematically evaluating the role of the list-presentation format (individual words
vs. whole list). Although spontaneous clustering unexpectedly did not vary with presentation
format, the present results clearly demonstrate that the presentation format substantially
influences both younger and older adults’ ability to use the semantic clustering strategy when
instructed to. The choice of presentation format thus is not trivial. Depending on the diagnostic
goal, one format may be preferred over the other: The individual-words format may be more
sensitive to age-group differences whereas the whole-list format seems to better capture older
adults’ potential. Future research should determine in as much the whole-list format may also

support semantic clustering in older adults with dementia, who have profound deficits in this
strategy compared with healthy older adults (e.g., Delis et al., 2010), and whether one
presentation format is better at discriminating between older adults with versus without
dementia.
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1

Note that a somewhat more lenient accuracy criterion of 70% was set for the processing-task component of the
span tasks instead of the typical 85% criterion (Unsworth et al., 2005) because 16.7% of the younger and 30.5% of
the older adults performed below 85% accuracy on the symmetry judgments. Importantly, processing-task accuracy
and span scores were positively correlated on both span tasks in both age groups, suggesting no speed–accuracy
trade-off. One younger adult in the individual-words condition did not reach 70% accuracy on the processing tasks

of either span task and was not included in analyses involving working memory capacity. Next to the expected main
effect of age group, there were unexpected significant main effects of presentation format on both reading-span, F(1,
246) = 10.14, p = .002, ηp2 = .04, and symmetry-span scores, F(1, 223) = 6.04, p = .015, ηp2 = .03. Although the
presentation format of the working memory tasks was equal for both format conditions (brief individual letter/matrix
presentations), participants studying the word lists in the individual-words format outperformed those in the wholelist format. This was equally true for younger and older participants, both interaction Fs < 1. We do not believe that
these span-score differences reflect actual differences in cognitive ability of these (randomly assigned) conditions,
which did not differ in processing speed or vocabulary, all Fs ≤ 1.96 for the presentation-format main effect or
interaction. Instead, the higher similarity of the individual-words format to the presentation format of the working
memory tasks may have facilitated performance for participants in these conditions. Note that these differences, if
real, would work against the observed benefits of the whole-list format. These differences do not influence any of
the correlational analyses, which were conducted separately by presentation format.
2
During study of this third list (clustering again instructed), participants had to classify tones played over
headphones as high- or low-pitched by pressing corresponding keys. We added this dual-task manipulation to
measure cognitive costs of semantic clustering and to examine if performance in the individual-words format is
more sensitive to dual-task interference. Performance results (recall and clustering indices) mirrored those of the
second clustering-instructed list in both age groups (of course lower performance). That is, the whole-list conditions
outperformed the individual-words conditions under dual-task. However, in both age groups the whole-list
conditions responded slower on the tone task suggesting that they devoted more resources to encoding than the
individual-words condition (no condition differences in accuracy [at ceiling]). Given this differential trade-off
between conditions, the improved performance in the whole-list conditions cannot be unambiguously attributed to
the format support of clustering. We thus refrain from further discussing and interpreting these results.
3
The Adjusted Ratio of Clustering (ARC; Roenker et al., 1971) is another popular measure of relative output
clustering and may be preferred because it corrects for chance clustering. However, the ARC score is incomputable
in many cases (i.e., when only words from one category are recalled) and, further, its distribution strongly deviated
from normality, a common problem with this measure (Mulligan, 1999) that prevents the use of powerful parametric
tests. In the present data, RR outperformed ARC in terms of computability and distributional properties (skew and
kurtosis) and was preferred for analysis. Importantly, mean patterns in ARC closely mirrored those of RR and
(parametric) analyses of ARC would lead to similar conclusions. Note that one older adult in the whole-list
condition only recalled one word on the second, clustering-instructed list, rendering RR incomputable (and LBC =
0). To include all participants in the repeated-measures analysis of RR, we set RR = 0 for this missing value. Not
including the participant in the within-subjects ANOVA on RR scores yielded the same pattern of results.

